
 

ENGLISH  IBPS (07 NOVEMBER 19) 
 

Q1 a) After weeks of talks, / b) the two parties failed to resolving / c) their 

differences and the makers eventually / d) decided to look for an 

alternative. / e) No error 

 ANS-Explanation: Replace “resolving’’ with “resolve’’ 

Answer is: a) 

Q2.  a) The states dependent on oil and gas revenues / b) are growing 

increasingly anxious about / c) the ripple effect that falling oil prices / d) 

may have on their local economies. / e) No error 

 ANS-Explanation: It should be ‘States dependent on oil and gas revenue’ 

Answer is: a) 

Q3. a) Though the year witnessed / b) a rise in crimes against women, / c) the 

police claimed that their changed images has given / d) confidence to 

women to come forward and lodge complaints. / e) No error 

 ANS-Explanation: Replace “ images has’’ with “ image had’’ 

Answer is: c) 

Q4. a) Although ghost pepper is no longer / b) the most hottest chilli in the 

world, / c) as India’s species export, /d) it packs quite a punch. /e) No 

error 

 ANS-Explanation: Replace “the most hottest’’with “the hottest’’ 

Answer is: b) 

Q5. 46. Traders have been complaining that antisocial elements threaten and 

extorts money in them.  

01.   Threatens and extorts money out of 

02.   Threats and extorts money as 

03.   Threaten and extort money from 

04.   Threatens but extort money from 

05.   No correction required 

ANS-Answer: 3) 

Both the verbs are to be in plural form- corresponding to ‘antisocial 

elements’ 

Q6. Kumbh was actually organised in ancient times for people to come 

together in an open place in a pleasant atmospheres to shared knowledge 

about saving nature for the betterment of mankind.  

01.   A pleasant atmosphere to shares knowledge 

02.   A pleasant atmosphere to share knowledge 

03.   A pleasant atmospheric to share knowledge 

04.   A pleasant atmosphere to shared knowledge 

05.   No correction required 

ANS-Answer: 2) 

‘Atmosphere’ is to be used- a noun is required. 

Q7.  Unable to bear the scorching heat sometimes, the traffic constables leave 

the crossings non man, increasing the possibility of accidents. 

01.   Leaves the crossings unman 

02.   Left the crossings unman 

03.   Leave the crossings unmanned 

04.   Leave the non-man crossings 

05.  No correction required 

ANS-Answer: 3) 

‘Unmanned’ means ‘where no man has been deployed’ 

Q8. The mosquitoes have started to spread in large numbers and many 

localities are complaining of mosquito menace. 

01.   Vacate in large numbers 

02.   Live on large numbers 

03.   Move at large numbering 

04.   Spreads on large numbered 

05.   No correction required 

ANS-Answer: 5) 

No correction required 

Q9. Slashing excise duty on leather shoes will benefit smaller manufacturers 

in terms of production as well as help them improve quality of shoes. 

01.   Termed in production 

02.   Term of produce 

03.   In terms of produces 

04.   On termed of produced 

05.   No correction required 

ANS-Answer: 5) 

No correction required 

FILL IN THE BLANKS (Q51 TO Q55) 

In each of the following sentences there are two blank spaces. Below 

each five pairs of words have been denoted by numbers (1), (2), (3), 

(4) and (5). Find out which pair of words can be filled up in the 

blanks in the sentences in the same sequence to make the sentence 

meaningfully complete. 

Q10. The transferred doctors have been asked to————— in the next 48 

hours or else run the risk of —————action.  

  



 
01.  promote , continuous 

02.  submit , primary 

03.  file, preliminary 

04.  protest , quick 

05.  join , disciplinary 

ANS- Solution- 05  join , disciplinary 

preliminary- prior 

protest- go against 

Q11. A number of craftspeople from rural areas and towns —————the 

country will ——————in the workshop.  

01.   around , sales 

02.   across, participate 

03.   from , distribute 

04.   over , draw  

05.   by, ornate 

ANS-2 across, participate 

Q12. There has been a ------------going on about the -------------of media. 

01.   confuse , activity 

02.   debate, role  

03.   row,  valid 

04.   dramatic, creativity 

05.   monitored, exist 

ANS-2 

  debate, role  

Q13. The Chief Minister has----------- a magisterial probe into the 

circumstances--------- to the accident.  

01.  direct, verifying 

02.  diverted, finalised 

03.  ordered, leading 

04.  assembled, catering 

05.  hailed, isolating 

ANS-3 

ordered, leading 

verifying- checking the accuracy of diverted- moved away assembled-    

gathered catering – provide hailed- welcomed 

Q14. The family has also -------------of --------------in releasing Anuj's body.   

01.  complained, delay 

02.  resorted, aid 

03.  demanded, context 

04.  fond, respect  

05.  collided, desirable 

 ANS-1) complained, delayresorted- to have as final optionfond- like 

collided- to hit against something 

Q15. 56. While the Centre has devoted greater attention to tertiary care 

and reduction of out of pocket INITIATIVES(A) through financial 

risk protection EXPENSES(B) such as Ayushman Bharat, several 

States CREATING(C) laggards when it comes to REMAIN(D) a 

primary health care system with well-equipped PHCs as the unit. 

1.A-C and B-D 

2.A-C 

3.A-B 

4.A-B and C-D 

5.None of these. 

Ans-Option 4 

While the Centre has devoted greater attention to tertiary care and 

reduction of out of pocket expenses through financial risk protection 

initiatives such as Ayushman Bharat, several States remain laggards 

when it comes to creating a primary health care system with well -

equipped PHCs as the unit. 

Q16. 57. The AFFECTS(A) of such a reliable primary care approach even 

after so many decades NEGLECT(B) States such as Bihar, where 

much work needs to be done to REDUCE(C) infant and neonatal 

mortality and low birth weight, and CREATE(D) specialist 

departments at district hospitals. 

1.A-B 

2.C-D 

3.A-B and C-D 

4.B-C and A-D 

5.None of these 

Ans-Option 1 

The neglect of such a reliable primary care approach even after so 

many decades affects States such as Bihar, where much work needs 

to be done to reduce infant and neonatal mortality and low birth 

weight, and create specialist departments at district hospitals. 

Q17. 58. PRIMARY(A) attention is needed to shore up ASSESSMENT(B) 

of SPECIAL(C) care in Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, Uttarakhand, 

Rajasthan, Assam and Jharkhand, which are at the bottom of the 

scale, as per the NITI Aayog STANDARDS(D). 



 
1.A-B and C-D 

2.A-C and B-D 

3.B-D 

4.A-D and B-C 

5.B-C 

ANS-Option 2 

Special attention is needed to shore up standards of primary care in 

Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Rajasthan, Assam and 

Jharkhand, which are at the bottom of the scale, as per the NITI 

Aayog assessment. 

Q18.  OF(A) the Health Index concept to BECOME(B) States into action, 

public health must SPUR(C) part FOR(D) mainstream politics. 

1.A-B and C-D 

2.A-C and B-D 

3.B-C and A-D 

4.No replacement required 

5.None of these 

ANS-Option 3 

For the Health Index concept to spur States into action, public health 

must become part of mainstream politics. 

 Home Work Answers 

      Home Work Answers 

a) The beautician listed out / b) a few quick tips that / c) one needs to 

keep in mind / d) in order to get that perfect holiday radiance. / e) No 

error 

Explanation: Delete “out‟ 

Answer is: a) 

                                            Home Work 

i.  The stock market has remained ————— last week. 

ii.  His boss was not able to trust him as he has a —————— 

nature. 

01.   materialistic 

02.   high 

03.   pleasant 

04.   volatile 

05.   risky 

  

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

  



 
  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

 


